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IIn [7], [8], aud [9] Shepherdson investigated several fragments of arithmetic 
with open induction. Using non-standard models he established the independence 
of some simple diophantine equations: E.g., each of 
nx+m=ny (Ocmen), 
3z+2=y2, xZ+x+1=2y, 
(x + l)* = 2(y + 1)2, 
(x+l)3+(y+1)3=(2+1)3 
is independent’ of the open induction fragment with the symbols 0, N (successor), 
V Qxedawr), +, and .; the irrationality of d2 and Fermat’s equations with 
exponents n a 3 are also independent of the stronger system where the function 
- is added. Wilkie [ll] gave a model-theoretic haracterization of polynomials 
having a zero in a ring belonging to a model of this system. Van den Dries [l] 
showed that Wilkie’s characterization is decidable in the speciai case of 
polynomials in two variables. 
In the following we use elementary proof-theoretic means in order to 
characterize diophantine formulae - i.e., open formulae built up from polyno- 
mial equations - which are provable in several fragments of arithmetic, including 
the systems tudied by Shepherdson. The main idea of these characterizations 
consists in a translation of the derivability relation into a number-theoretic 
relation. This can easily be explained in case of the trivial induction-free system 
having only the usual axioms for + and -: A formula 
p1=oIL *. Ap,=o --, q1=ov.. . vq,=o, 
where the pi’s and 42’s are polynomials in L[xI . . . x,], is derivable in this system 
iff one of the qi’s or a polynomial r E Z[x, . . . x,J having positive taefficients only 
and a constant coefficient >O in particular, is in the ideal generated in Z[xI . . . x,J 
’ We call an equation s(x) = f(x) independent of a formal system if neither S [s(x)] = q(x)] nor 
TLv[s(x) = r(x)] is provable in this system. 
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that E holds for at least one term on the left side. Since each 
can be written as a conjunction of formulae of this special form, we 
have thus obtaki a characterization of arbitrary open formulae derivable in this 
trivial fragment of arithmetic. 
It turns out, however, that similar translations can also be found for stronger 
systems containing open induction and ‘some additional primitive recursive 
fkmctks. In Se&on 1 we consider two systems z and 2; with the symbols 0, N, 
+, -9 and open induction or equivalent additional axioms. The functions V, sg 
(siga), and Sg(a~@) can also be admitted, but the extensions so obtained are 
conservative with respect to open formulae. The characterization of the open 
formulae provable in these systems yields a simple criterion for the independence 
of diophantine equations: An equation which has no solution in the natural 
numbers but has arbitrarily great real solutions is neither provable nor refutable 
inthesE?QBtems. 
The simplicity of this criterion suggests the question whether the characteriza- 
tion also provides a general decision pm for diophantine equations to be 
refutable in p0 or Z& In fact, the characterization reduces the problem to the 
of the question whether there exists, for a given polynomial 
- . l qJ, a natural number c and another polynomial q E Z[xl l l l xn] such 
polynomial p(xl + c, . . . , x, + c) l 4(x1, . . . , x,) has only positive 
coefkients. Up to now we have not found a complete answer to this question. 
However, using a theorem by Ptilya on positive definite forms, we can show that 
the question is decidable at least for two classes of polynomials: those whose 
partial degree in each variable equals its total degree and quadratic polynomials. 
Nevertheless we conjecture that the question is decidable for all polynomials. 
In Section 2 we investigate some stronger systems 27, n = 0, . . . ,5, which are 
mutually equivalent with respect to the provability of diophantine formulae. 
Among these systems are the open induction fragments studied by Shepherdson 
with the functions 0, N, V, +, 0, &, [F], and R,, (quotient and remainder in 
divisions by n 2 2). Instead of adding new functions, an equivalent system can 
also be obtained by strengthening the induction principle. For this purpose we 
consider a so-called parameter substitution induction which is a weak form of 
induction on JI$formulae. The characterization of provable diophantine for- 
mulae is first carried out for an induction-free system with suitable &itional 
axioms which replace the induction principle. Again a simple criterion for the 
inde dence of diophantine equations is obtained. It allows to see directly the 
independence of equations like the irrationality of q2 or Fermat’s equations. 
Then we prove the equivalence to the other systems. 
In Section 3 we introduce a simple system 2; in which the irrationality of 
arbitrary roots of prime numbers can be proved and where all the previously 
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decidable equations can also be decided. Fermat’s equations with exponents 
n a3, however, remain still independent. The central idea of 2; is a special 
induction rule expressing the fact that a non-zero n-tupel of integers can only be 
dividedaGnitenumberoftimesbyafixednumberk=2,3,... . 
1. Open induction with addition and muMplication 
We now consider two systems z and 2; in the language with 0, IV, +, and a; 
the functions V, sg, and Sg can also be admitted, but the extensions so obtained 
are conservative. The systems are formulated in a classical sequent calculus and 
have the follow& axioms: 
(i) s =tks =0; 
(ii) I-s=s; s=tkt=s; s=t, t=uh=u; 
(iii) Ns = GI-; Ns=Ntt-s=t; s=tt-Ns=Nt; 
(iv) l-s +O=s; ks + Nt = N(s + t); s1=tr, sz=t*bsl+s*=tl+tz; 
(v) l-s=0 = 0; I-s=Nt=(s+)+s; s1= t1, s2 = t2 FSl l s2 = tl l t2, 
where s, t, and u are arbitrary terms. Let 2: be the system with the following rule 
for induction on open formulae: 
where A(x) is an open formula and t an arbitrary term. Instead of this rule the 
schema of all axioms kA(0) A Vx [A(x)-*A(Nx)]+A(t) could be allowed as 
well, but both are equivalent with respect o the derivability of open formulae. 
We also consider an induction-free system 28 which has the following 
additional axioms instead of the induction rule: 
(1) h+(t+u)=(s+t)au, 
(2) ks+t=t+s, . 
(3) s+u=t+uks=t, 
(4) ks*(t-u)=(s=t)*u, 
(5) l-s l t = t l s, 
(6) t-s l (t + u) = (s 9 t) + (s l u), 
(7) dms=d*th=t (d=2,3,...), 
(8) Mx[s=Ovs=Nx]. 
Axioms (l)-(6) of 28 are provable in 2: by open induction, axioms (7), however, 
are not provable there, as Shepherdson has shown in [8]. 
The normal form F(t) of a term t is its representation as a polynomial in several 
variables with coefficients in the natural numbers under an arbitrary, but fixed 
ordering of the monomials. 
L i U.R. Sdimd 
w 
. (i) Foteachtemlt, ~t=F(t)isprovabli?in&andz~ 
twotmmssandt, t-s=tisptovablein2$orZ~iiF(s)andF(t)are 
obvious. cl 
In the f6llowing we mostly identify terms with their normal forms. 
of tk dkrivabk open font&d? 
Let p1, l l l 9 pm be p~lynomiab over Z in several variables. We denote by 
(P 1,...,pl8)*or(PIB-.., p& req. the ideal generated by pl,. . . , pn in the 
polynomial ring over or 42 resp, Let P denote the set of polynomials with 
natural number coeffkients and where in particular the constant coefficient is >O 
(i.e., the normal forms of terms Nt). 
z 8 Let ?I, Sl, . . . , t,, s,, u, v be any terms. 
(i) If u-vE(tI-s,. . . ,r,-s,)z, then tI=sI,. . . ,t,=s,h4=v isprovable 
i?a&mdz& 
(ii) If U-vE(?~-s~,...,?,-&, then t~=s~,...,t,=s,ku=v is 
p~~~k~mrdthere~~dE~s~hdllltt~=s1,...,t~=s~C.d-u=d-v~ 
pm&k in 2; 
(iii) Pfrhereexistsapolynomiolp~Psuchthorp~(r,-s,,...,t~-s,),,then 
t1= s1, . . . , r,=s,c- isprovabkin~and2~ 
l!muf. (i) If u-v E(rl-sl,. . . , r,-s&, then ahere exist al,. . . , a,fG[x], 
such that u-v=aI-(rI-sI)+-•-+a,-(r,-s,). The ai’s can be written as 
Ci - 4_, where Ci and di are terms. Hence 
u-v= 2 (C~*iQ+~*si>-E (Ci*Si+di*tJ, 
i=l i=l 
aud we can find terms f and g, such that 
U+f =g+2Ci*tf *;, v+f =g+eq*si+di.q. 
i=l i=l 
Since r~=s,,...,r,=s,~ci.,~+di.si=ci.si+di.ri is provable in 2: and 2: 
foreachi=l,...,n,itfollowsthatr,=s,,...,r,=s,~u=visprovable. 
(ii) If u-vE(rI-sl,. . r -9 n - sn)p, then there exists d E N such that d l u - 
d-vE(r3-sl,. . . ,r,- s&, hence by (i), r,=s,,...,r,=s,&-d-u=d-v is 
provablein~OandZ& Withaxioms(7)in~,rl=sl,...,r,=s,~u=vfollows. 
(ii) This is an immediate mnsequence of (i) and (ii). 0 
If a sequent r t- A is provable in 2: without use of axioms (8), we shall write 
I% A. We are now going to show that up to only slight modifications the 
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converse of Lemma 2 also holds. This will provide a characterization of the open 
formulae provable in 2: and 2’ o, for each open formula is equivalent by 
propositional logic to a conjunction of a finite number of prime sequents D- A, 
i.e., sequents where rand A consist of prime formulae only. Therefore it sukes 
to characterize the derivable prime sequents. We begin with the system PQ 
Axioms (8) of Z$ can equivalently be replaced-as far as only open formulae 
are considered- by the ru!e 
r, t=OkA I-',t=NxkA 
I-I-A ¶ x $ t, C A, 
where t is any term. ‘Ihe use of this rule has the advantage that from a derivation 
of a prime sequent in 2: (using the rule) the occurrences of composite formulae 
can be eliminated by cut-elimination. We can hence assume that a derivation of a 
prime sequent in PO consists only of prime sequents, i.e., is built up from axioms 
and structural inference rules (cut, weakenings). 
If r(xl l l ox,,) and A(#, l l . XJ #PI are finite sets of equations r(xI. l l xn) = 
@I 9 . l x,J in the variables x1, . . . , x,,, then A(x, l l l x,J g (r(xl l l . x,& or 
A(% l l l &a) f (r(xl l l l x& means that for one of the equations r(x) = s(x) in 
A(x) the polynomial r(x) -s(x) E Z[x] is in the ideal generated by the polyno- 
mialsk&x) - V(X) for u(x) = V(X) E T(x) in the polynomial ring over Z or Cl! resp. 
If r=$- then let (I’):=O, i.e., in this case A g (I’) means that there is an 
equation r = s in A with P 0-s = 0. The relation A(x, l l l x,) g (r(xl l l l x,)) is 
closed under substitutions, i.e., with A@, l l l x,) g (T(xl l l l x,)) and arbitrary 
terms tl, . . . , t,,, A(t, l l l t,) g (I’& . l l t,)) holds too. 
Remark. Note that for every prime sequent r t- A we have: if r it- A, then r Ik or 
rlt-r=sforsomer=sEA. 
In the sequel we often use substitutions where variables xi are replaced by 
0, 1,2, . . . , c - 1, or xi + c, for some c E N. For this reason we define sets If,...x,, 
of substitutions by 
f) .- xl-x” l - {(Xl l l l x,)L 
I c+l .- xl--x” l - (0 1 P ¶*--P c,x~+c+l}x~~*x{o,l,..., c,x,+c+l}. 
Let (21 l l . $J range over I&...xn. If p(x) is a polynomial in x1 l l l x,, then let 
P& l l l &) be the polynomial obtained when in p the variables x1 l . l x,, are 
substituted according to (& l l l $J. 
We can now characterize the open formulae which are provable in 28. 
3. Theorem. A prime sequent I& 9 l l x,,) t- A(x, 9 . l x,,) is provable in g iff 
there exists a natural number c such that 
U.R. Mimed 
(I+): By induction on the height of a derivation which, without rest&~ 
ing generality, we assume ts consist of prime sequents only: 
1. the axioms of 2$ the assertion holds with c = 0: 
istrivial~rs=r~s=t;s=t~r=s;Ns=Nt~s=t;s=t~Ns=Nt;and 
(3) 
-In b=s, k+O=s, ks+Nt=N(s+t), kO=O, ks~Nt=s~t+s, and (1), 
(2), (4X6), the difkmme of the equatim terms is 0. 
-Fors&, t=uks=u, we 
-FbrNt=Ot-,wehaveNt 
-For sl=tl, sz=tzt-sl+sz = tl + t2, we have (sl + ~2) - @I + t2) = (sl - Q + 
(!2-tz). 
-For sl=tl, s2=t2ks1~s2=tl=t2, we have s1*s2-fi.f2=s2=(s1-fi)+ 
t1 l (s2-rz)* 
-Ford-s=d-tks=t, wehaves-r=(l/i,o(d=s-dot). 
2. The assertion is triviaUy closed under weakening rules. 
3. The a&rule: 
By induction hypothesis there exist cl and c2 such that 
V(& a l l %) E 15’.., 3~1 E P A@), t(S) -s(g), p&) f (W))Q, 
W.1 l -QE ~-..,3~2~PP(~),pz((~)P(r(~)-s(~), n@)),= 
Let c:= max(cI, c2). Then both g -relations also hold for c instead of cl and c2 
since each set &....& cau always be extended to a set IfI...+ with c’ a c. For each 
(& l l l 4) E Z&G we distinguish: 
0) 4a PI(x) c V@h; then trivially A(S), C(S), p&) E (r(g), II@& 
hol&. ’ 
(5) r(g) -s@) E (I’(g))*; then (r(g) -s(3), II($)), c (r(g), II(@)Q, hence 
we have A@), x(g), &) E (W), W))Q- 
4. Rule (8): 
T(x), t(x) = 0 b A(x) T(r), t(x) = Ny t- A(x) 
r(x) I- A(x) 
By inductiou hypothesis there exist cl and c2 such that 
(i) V(g) 4: If’ 3p1 E f~ A(g), p&) e (r(,), t(g))*, 
(ii) WY) E 1% 3~2 E f~ A@), P&Y) G (WI, t(g) - N~)Q. 
Let c:=max(cI, c2); en again both statements also hold for c. We replace all 
the occurrences of the q’s, 1 s i s n, in (i) and (ii) by 0 and Xi + 1 such that the 
g -relations now hold for all (& l l l zn) E Zg:!xa and 5 E If;. For any term t(x) 
aud each (2) EZ:+’ one of the following equations holds: t(& l l l &) = 0, 
t(& -0&)=1,...,t(&-•&)=c, or t(lit,oDo~~)=c+l+t’(x,==~x,), with a 
certain uniquely determined term t’. If the first of these equations holds, then 
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by (i) A@), p&) g (r(9))*. In all the other cases there exists 3 E 4 such that 
‘t(& l l ’ &) - IV’9 is 0 or becomes 0 by substituting an appropriate term t’ for jt. 
From (ii) then follows A(@, p&, t’(x)) f (r(&. Hence for each (g) E Iz+l 
there exists p E lip such that A@), p(x) G(~(Z))~ and one direction of the 
assertion is proved. 
(c): If V(g) E c 3p E BP A@), p(r) s (r(S))*, then by Lemma 2 r(al l l l &) k 
A& l . . -tn) is provable in G for each (& l l d,J. This implies, for each 
(2 2 .. l $J, the derivability of 
q-1, f2 = = l &J,xl=01-A(xl,f2~ l l &), 
Applying rule (8) c times, one obtains r(xI, f2 l . l &) t- A(xI, f2 l l d,J for all 
(2 l l l 2##) E I:2”.q#. By repetition of this step for the variables x2, . . . , x,, one 
ially obtains r(n, l l l x,,) t- A(x, l l . x,J. 0 
4. Coroky. A diophantine equation p(xI l l ax,) = 0 with p E Z[x, . l l xn] is 
t&&k in z iff there exists a natural number c such that V& l 8 l f,,) E 
I” Xl”‘X”P P@l l s l 2#J diirides some polynomial in P. 
We shall now prove a similar charaaerization for Z& To this end we show that 
z is closed under open induction and hence that each formula which is provable 
in 2: is also provable in z. 
By Theorem 3 and Lemma 2 the following holds: If a prime sequent 
r&l l l ‘x,JFA(xI l l l x,J is provable in Zi, then there exists a c E N such that 
V(2) E 1; r(q IF (A@))*, where A@)* consists of at most one equation from 
A@). 
5. Lemma. Let B(y) be a conjzuzction of polynomial equations which also may 
depend on other waridbles than y. If there is a k E N such that B(y + k) IF B(y), 
then B(y + k) IF 07 B(y) It- B(y + k) holds. 
Proof. Let B(y):=b,(y) A l l l A b,,,(y), where bI, . . . , b,,, are polynomial 
equations. From B(y + k) It- B(y) we have hi(y) E (b,(y + k), . . . 9 b,(y + k))a 
for each i = 1, . . . , m, or B(y + k) iI-. in the first case it follows that 
@l(Y), l l l 9 bm(y))as c (b,(y + 4, . . l ) b,& + WCQ = @I(Y + 2kh l l . ) 
Uy + 2kh = l e(b,(y+nk), . . . , b,(y+nk))dpc-• 
is an infinite ascending chain of ideals in Q[x, y] for a finite string x1 “‘xk of 
varkbies. Since this ring is Noetherian, the chain becomes constant and we have 
;h(Y), l l l s 6,,,(y)IQ = (&(y + R), . . . , b,(y + k)),, hence for each i = 
1 ,.*.,m, &(y+k)E(&(y),..., b,(~))~. By Lemma 2 this yields B(y)IF 
B(y +k). Cl 
a1 und P(Yb Yl- If for Wb -y n, 
y)~(h..=rbm 
Let p(y)=p~+pI.y+-“+p,‘yr with p~,...,p~E$I[%I-=-Xnb 
comling divided s of p (as used in Newton’s interpolation polyno- 
mial), we in& from that~reachi=l,...,r,piE(bl,...,b,)o, 
P(Y) E (h, . . l ’ k)Q. q 
. l7iesym~ closed u&r open induction. 
t-A(O) and A(y) I-A(y + 1) be derivable in 2$ We have to show the 
of A(y). Let x1, . . . , x& be the variables in A Merent from y. We 
sqqosewithout re!stricting neraMy that A is of the form A1 A . l . A A,,,, where 
each Ai,i=l,..., m, is of the form 1Bi v Ci and Bi is a conjunction, Ci a 
disjunction of equations. Using the remark after Corollary 4 we can find a c E tN 
such that from FA(x, 0) and A&, y) l-A@, y + 1) we obtain V’, 9 E &, IF A&O) 
and A@, 3) &A(& 9 + 1). It follows that V2 E If 
(i) II-A@* n) for each i = 1, . . . , M and R E N 
and, puttingjk=y +c: 
(ii) A,(&y+c),..., A~(~;y+C)I~A@,y+C+l) fori=l,...,m. 
We now prove -for each (& l l l Z,,) -by induction on the outer conjunction 
length m of A that for each there exists a k E N such that IFA@, y + c + k): 
Let m = 1. Then (ii) reads A& y + c) IkA1(S, y + c + l), or, when considering 
prime sequents: 
BI(~,y+c+l)!~CI ,y+c+l), B&y+c), 
B@, y + c + l), C,(t, y + c) II- C& y f c + 1). 
we consider the first prime sequent and distinguish: 
Care 1: &(S, y + c + 1) IF Cl@, y + c + 1). Then we have IkA@, y + c + 1) and 
the assertion is proved. 
Case 2: B@, y + c + 1) IF B&t, y + c). By Lemma 5 we then have B#, Y + 
c + l)W -and hence again itA,@, y + c + 1) -or &(g, y + C) IF B,(k y + C + 
1). From the latter it follows that for all n, B#, c) I)- &(g, c + n) ad by (i), 
&(2, C) it- Cl@, c + n). If B#, c)C holds, then trivially B@, c) IF C#, y + C). 
otherwise there exists a disjunction clause C{ of CI such that for infinitely many 
Ci,(Z, c + n) E (B#, c), . . . , B#, c))~, where Bl = B: A . . . A B’1. By 
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Lemma 6 this yields C{(g, y + c) E (B#, c), . . . , Bi(2, c)), and hence 
(iii) B@, c) II Cl@, y + c). 
Furtheranore, from B@, y + c) IF B@, y + c + 1) it follows that B#, y + c)k- 
and again IkA@, y + c) -or for each i = 1, . . . , t and infinitely many n, 
B’,@,y+c+n)~(B@,y+c) ,..., B#, y + c))~. Again by Lemma 6 we then 
have 
B{(~,y+c+z)~(B~(~,y+c),...,B~(&y+c))~ foreachj=l,...,r 
and hence by substituting -y for the variable z, 
(iv) B#, y + c) It-B@, c). 
Together with (iii) this gives It-A& y + c). 
Now let m > 1. We suppose that the assertion is proved for all inductions on 
formulae having an outer conjunction length Cm. For each i = 1,. . l , m we 
consider the following prime sequents of (ii): 
(v) B@, y + c + 1) IF C& y + c + l), B#, y + c), l l l , I&,@, y + c). 
Again we distinguish: 
Case 1: There is an iO with B&, y + c + 1) IF C&, y + c + 1). Then we have 
It-A&, y + c + 1) and af&er having substituted y by y + 1 in all sequents of (ii), 
A&, y + c + 1) can be eliminated by cut. There remains an induction with outer 
conjunction length m - 1 for which the assertion holds by induction hypothesis. 
Case 2: There is an io with BiO(2, y + c + 1) Il- B&, y + c). AS in CZWZ 1 with 
m = 1 we then obtain IFAiO($, y + c + 1) and we proceed as before. 
Case 3: Case 1 and 2 do not hold. Then for each i = 1, . . . , M there exists a 
j # i such that Bi(2, y + c + 1) Il- Bi@, y + c). Since there are only M different 
Y indices, ve can End an & and mutually different indices il, . . . , ik with 
BiO(2, y + C + 1) Ik Bi,(g, y + c), 
Bi,(2# y + C + 1) II- Bi2(2, y + c), 
. . . ) 
B,_,@s y + C + 1) IC- Bik(-, y + C), 
Bi,($, y + C 3- 1) IF BiO(2, y + c). 
Then we have B&, y + c + k + 1) IF B,($, y + c). This can again be treated as in 
case 2. 
Now the assertion is proved, i.e., we have found, for each (fl l l l xn) E I&...xn 
andi=l,..., m a k E IV such that IkAi($, y + k). Together with (i) this yields 
IkAi($, y j and using axioms (8) of po we finally obtain It-Ai(X, y) and hence 
IkA(x, Y)= 
8. Corollmy. A formula which is provable in 2: is also provable in 2$. 
By iduction on the height of a Ziderivation consisting of prime sequents 
for the axioms of 26 and is obviously preserved by 
inference rules. Preservation by open induction 
fMows&omthepre4Hngtheorem. 0 
We can now t&amcteM the open formulae which are derivable in 26 and in 
the diophantine equations which are refutable in this system. 
(i) ‘4’ follows immediately from Corollary 8 and Lemma 3. For the 
converse, it follows by Lemma 2 that V& l l l &) E I&..xm there exists a d E N such 
that r(xl . ..Qkd.A($. l l .x,) is provable in 2; Taking dI as a common 
multiple of all the d’s which occur, we have r(xI l l l &) I- da l A(& l l l x,J for all 
(x1 l - l 4). By iterated application of open induction the substitutions xi for xi can 
be eliminated and we obtain T(x, l l l x,) != dI l A(x, l l l x,,). 
(ii) follows immediately from (i). 0 
A ynomial f d[x] which divides some polynomial in P can trivially not 
have any real loon-negative zeros. From Theorems 3 and 9 then follov-T that for a 
diophantine equation r = s which is refutable in z or 2: the polynomial r -s 
cannot have arbitrarily great real zeros, i.e., zeros al,. . . , a, CAR with 
ai; . . . , a, 2 c for any c E IV. This provides the following simple criterion for the 
independence of diophantine equations of Z$ 
10. Equakns which have no sol&ons in the natural numbers, but 
have arbittatii~ great ret3 solutions are independent of Z$ and 2:. 
Examples of such equations are: 
-nx+m=ny(OCmCn), 
-3x+2=y2,x2+X+l=2y 
- (x + l)* = 2(y + l)*, i.e., the irrationality of j/2, 
-Fermat’sequations(x+l)“+(y+l)“=(z+l~tithn>2. 
If already equations as simple as 11x + m = ny are formally undecidable in Z$ 
Z& then one ask, which equations there are decidable at all. By 
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Theorems 3 and 9 we easily see, that e.g. equations r = s such that r -S is a 
polynomial in only one variable or can be obtained from such a polynomial by 
substituting a term t(xI l l ax,,) are indeed decidable in both systems. 
As already mentioned above, the functions V for the predecessor, sg and Sg for 
sign and co-sign with their defining axioms 
V(0) = 0, sg(0) = 0 Q(O) = NO, 
V(Nt) = t, sg(Nt) = NO, @(Nt) = 0 
and the corresponding equality axioms can also be admitted in 2$ and 2: without 
changing the class of provable diophantine formulae. In fact, the occurrences of 
V-, sg-, and Q-terms can be eliminated from derivations in the extended systems 
via substitutions (& l . l 2”) E I&...xm for sufkiently large c: For each term 
a1 l l l x,) in the extended language there exists a c EN such that for each 
(2 1 . l a##&) E z&...& one of the following equations, 
(i) WI l =4~)=0,l,...,C-1)C+t’(x~=~=x~), 
where t’ is a uniquely determined term in 0, N, + , l , is provable by elementary 
means. Then it is easy to show, that for an open sequent 
r(xI l . l x,JkA(xl l l l x,) which is provable in one of the extended systems, there 
exists a CEN such that WI . l 9 le,) E Z&...xm the sequents 
WI l 9 4JkA(& l l l x,J are provable in z or Z& where Z(&. l l Z,J’ and 
A(& l l l &) are obtained from r& l l l $J and A(&. l l &) by replacing V-, 
sg-, and Sg-terms by their reductions according to (i). This shows the conserva- 
tiveness of the extensions with the new functions. The proofs are carried out in 
PI and [61- 
h 2$ the function V can be used to replace axioms (8) equivalently by open 
axioms 
(8)’ t = 0 v t = N(V(t)) (for each term t). 
In [8] Shepherdson gave a weakened version 
(7)’ dgs=d-t+‘v(u+i)ms=(u+i)-t (d=2,3,...) 
i=O 
of axioms (7) which, when used instead of (7), provide an induction-free system 
which is equivalent to 2: extended by V. 
The characterizations of z and 2; further show that weaker systems sufke in 
order to decide the same class of diophantine equations. In 2; the induction 
axiom on open formulae can be restricted to equations and negated equations, 
i.e., to the following forms of an ‘upward’ and ‘downward’ induction rule: 
ON) 
b(O) = s(0) r(x) = s(x)k(Nx) = s(Nx) 
l-r(t) = s(t) 
9 
(Ind 4 ) 
r(0) = s(O)t- r(Nx) = s(Nx)l-r(x) = s(x) 
r(t) = s(t)k 
. 
U.R. Skhd 
Using these rules one obtains a pure equational calculus for proving and 
diophantine equations. In Z$ szioms (7) can be dekted without 
class of decidable diophantine equations. Proofk can be found in [5] 
. 
12 A aydforZ~~r*s 
In corollary 10 we found a simple criterion for diophantine equations to be 
refutable in PO or Z& An obvious question is whether this property is decidable 
and whether the characterixation in Corollary 4 provides a decision procedure. 
The existence of such a pmcedure is an open problem. For equations in two 
variables, van den Dries [l] has given a decision procedure for the stronger 
h < in addition (we consider this system in the next section). In the 
we show that the characterixation of Corollary 4 can be used for a decision 
in case of the following two classes of polynomials in arbitrarily many 
variables: 
1. Polynomials whose pa.rW degree in each variable equals their total degree; 
in the following these will be called Polya-polynomials 
2. Quadratic polynomials. 
The question whether there is a general decision procedure for arbitrary 
polynomials remains open, although we conjecture that there is one. 
The following considerations show that the problem can be reduced to the 
question whether for a given polynomial p E Z[x, . l l x,J there exists a natural 
number c and another polynomial of Q E L[xI l l l x,J such that the polynomial 
P(G + c l “‘x,+c)*& l l l x,) has only positive coefficients: By the charac- 
terization given above, a diophantine equation t(,rl l . l x,) = S(T~ l l l xn) is 
refutable in Zoo r 2: iff 
This condition can equivalently be reformulated as 
(ii) 3c E N 3q E Z[x] 
(r(x1+c=** x,+c)-s(xl+c=*=x,+c))mq(xl***x,)EP 
andVk<c r(k,x,*==x,,)=s(k,x,===x,)b, 
r(xl, k, x3 l 9 . x,) = s(xl, k, x3 l l l x&, 
. . . , 
r(xl l l l xnvl, k) = s(xl = . l x,,-~, k)F 
are derivable in J$ or 2; 
In fact, from (i) follows by Lemma 2, 
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The T”-splittings of tie variables can be cancelled by open induction or axroms 
(8). Conversely, from (ii) follows derivability of t(xl + c l l l x, + c) = 
s(q + c l x,+c)l- in 2;. With r( 2 l 9 9 x,) = s(k, x2 9 l l x,# we trivially 
also have r(k, x2 + c l *mx,+c)=s(k,x2+c l x,+c)l-,forallk<c.Bycappli- 
cations of induction or of adoms (8) we obtain r(xl, x2 + c l l l x* + c) = 
S(Xl, x2 + I: l l l x, +c)l-, i.e., the splitting in x1 is cancelled. Using the 
sequents r(xl, k, x3 0 l l x,) = s(xI, k, x3 - l l x,$- we can next cancel the splitting 
in x2 etc. and we finally obtain r(xl . . l x,) =s(xl l . l x,#. From that (i) 
follows by Corollary 4. 
Thus the problem is divided into a p in it variables and a finite number 
of problems in less than n variables. it suflices to show that for each 
polynomial in one of the two classes mentioned above, it is decidable whether 
there exists c E N and a polynomial q such that p(xl + c l l l x,, + c) l 4(x1. l l x,) 
has only positive coefficients. 
Trivially the following implication holds: If there is a c E N and a q E Z[x] such 
that p(xl + c l -•~,+c)*q(x)~P, thenforallal,...,cr,EW withal,...,a,a 
c9 P(al l l l a,) # 0. This property is decidable for each p.~ E[x]. If the converse 
were also true, then the decision problem would be solved. It follows from a 
result by Polya [4] (or Hardy, Littlewood, Polya [2]) on real forms that this holds 
at least for the above mentioned classes of polynomials. 
11. Theorem (Polya). Let F(xl l 9 l x,) be a real form with 
WI l l l x*)>O 
for all valz4es x+0,. . . ,x,30, xI+=*=+x,>O. Then there exists a natural 
number k such that the form 
F(x1 •“x,)=(xl+***+x~)k 
has only positive coe#Mnts. 
l2. Theorem. It is decidable whether or not an equation r = s can be refuted in z 
or Zi if r -s is a P6lya polynomial. 
Proof. Since the class of P6lya polynomials is closed under substitutions of type 
Cr”-x”r it suffices by the remarks given above to show that for these polynomials it 
can be decided whether 3c E N 3q E 72[x] p(xI + c 0 l 9 x, + c) l q(x) E II? For that 
purpose we show: If p is a Pdlya polynomial of degree m and Pm the 
part of p with degree m and if, without restriction, the coefficient 
(-1) .p), then 3c E N 3q E Z[x] such that 
.,a#+c:p(u,...a&+O, 
Oandal+...+a,,>O: 
Pal&i l u#J>o. 
Note that these conditions are decidable. 
(i) supp<wep(xl+c...x~+c).q(xl.-.x&P. Thenclearlyp(ul...an)>O 
for all red vah~es (I~, . . . ,cr,ac. Now let aI,. . . ,a,+O. Ifp,,,(al...a,,)<O, 
p(c+ar=y,..., c + ar, l y) E R[y]. The leading coefficient of 
* polynomial is P&l l l . tqJ, hence negative, which contradicts the fact 
&at Ph ..-&j>O for all ul,...,o,ac. So p,&..=a,J~O. NOW let in 
l-). .-.+cr,>O. We suppose pm(al...Q=O. Without restricting 
we may assume that ul,...,e>O and a~+~=...=~n=o. Since 
.x,+C).q(X)EP, we also have that p(xl+c,...,xr+c, 
c ,...,c).q(x1,...,xnO,...,O)EP and -q(xl ,..., x,,O ,..., O)#O. It 
follows that (p(xl+c,...,x,+c,c ,..., c)),.(q(xl ,..., x,,O ,..., O))t has 
only positive ooe86icientnts, where (q(xl, . . . , x,, 0,. . . , O))k is the homogeneous 
part of p(xl, . . . ,G, 0,. . . ,0) with maximal degree (=:k). Now 
(p(xl+c,. . . ,x,+c,c,. . . ,c)),=pJx*,. . . ,x,,O,. . . ,O)andthispolynomial 
canbewrittenas 
Ako(q(x~.*.x,0.** O))k can be written as 
G?( Xl --=x,o*-*o))~=g*(x**==x,)+-*-+g,(x*===x*)=~ withg,#O. 
We then also have that fm - g,(xz l l .x,) has only positive coefficients. But from 
P&l . ..&O... 0) = 0 it follows that fm . gs(a2 l . l aJ = 0, which is impossible 
since al, . . , a, > 0 and fm l g, has only positive coefficients. Hence condition 2 is 
alsosatisfied. 
(ii) Let P(a* =-am)>0 for all real values al,...,a,+c and let 
PI& =..a,,)>0 for al,...,a,,aO and al+...+an>O. Let p’(~~.=.x,,):=- 
p(x1+c,..., x,+c) and P(xl... x,, y) the homogeneous polynomial of degree 
m corresponding to p’ with P(xl l l l x,, 1) = p' :x1 l l l x,). Then P(ul l l l a,@ = 
bm .p’(aJb, . . . , aJb)>O for b>O and al ,..., a,,aO. For b=O, 
P(al l l l a,b)=p~(al.=.an)=p,(al...a,,)>O for al,...,a,+O and al+ 
l l l + a, > 0. Hence P(x, y) satisfies the premises of P6lya’s theorem and there 
existsanaturalnumberksuchthatP(x~===x,y).(y+x1+.==+x~)khasonly 
positive coefficients. With y = 1, it follows that 
p(xl+c,-, x,+c)*(l+x~+...+x#JkEI? 
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l3. Theorem; It is didfable whether or rwt an equation r = s can be &proved in 
z or Z& if r - s is quadratic. 
Roof. We show the de&lability of 3c E i!J 3q E Z[x, l l l x,J with p(xl + c, 
. . ..xn+C)‘q(x1”’ x,,) E P for quadratic p. The proof is by inductian on the 
number of variables in p; we simultaneously establish the fact that 
3cEN3qEH[x]p(xl+c,...,x,+c)=q(xl=**x,)EP iE 
3cEN3qEPU-Pp(x~+c,. . . ,xn+c)*q(xl l l q#)E6? 
For constant p’both statements hold trivially. Let p be a quadratic polynomial in 
x09 . . . , x,. We distinguish: 
(i) All the coefficients of x& i = 0 , . . . , n, in p are not 0. Then p is a P6lya 
polynomial nd both statements have been proved in the preceding theorem. 
(ii) For at least one i, p is linear in xi; without restriction we assume i = 0, i.e., 
PC.& . l l x,) = P&l “‘xn)+p~(x~“‘xn)~x~, 
where p. is again quadratic anti i is linear. Now suppose p(xo + c, . . . , x,, + 
c)~q(xo”’ xm) E IP, with q E Z[x]. Then 
( ) * (PO@, + c l “x,+c)+p~(x~+c=~*x,+c)~c)~q()(x~~~=x,)EP, 
where q(xo=~~x,J=qo(xl~==x,J+~~~+qk(xl~~~x,)~~~. If we choose c 
sufkiently great, then all the coefficients ofpl(xl + c, . . . , x, + c) will have the 
same sign which coincides with the sign of po(al + c, . . . , am + c) +pl(al + c, 
. . . . a,,+cjmc for al,. . . ,a,ElR with al,. . . ,a,+O. By induction hypothesis 
(in ( * ) only n variables occur) there exists r(xl . . . x,) E P U -P’ with 
(po(x1+c, b l l P x,+c)+pl(xl+c,. . . ,x~+c)+r(xl**=x&AP, hence 
p(xo+c,. . . ,x,+c)=r(xl==* x,) E II? The converse is trivial. The decidability of
3c3qEPu-Pp(x~+c*=~ x, + c) l q(x) E P follows from the equivalence with 
and “the sign of the coefficients of pl(xl + c l l l x, + c) coincides with the sign of 
po(c, . . . , c) +p1(c, . . . p c) l c”, since the first statement is decidable by induc- 
tion hypothesis and the second one is trivially decidable. 
2. Open induction with A and equivalent systems 
We now consider some stronger systems Zy, n = 0, . . . ,5, which are all 
mutually equivalent with respect o the provability of diophantine formulae. 
Among these systems there is in particular the open induction fragment with the 
symbols O&V, +,*, &. Our aim is again to characterize the diophantine 
formulae which are provable in these systems and to find a skxple criterion for 
the independence of diophantine equations. 
190 U.R. stabned 
21. An axiom system for q and its &amcterimtion 
A characterization of the provable open formulae can directly by ciuried out 
forthe g inductioxkee system z which has the axioms (i)-(v), (l)-(6), 
and (8) of 2$ and is strengthened by the axioms 
[s=k-xvs=k-x+lv l vs=k-x+k-1] (k=2,3,...) 
[s=t+xvt=s+x], 
where s and t a~ ax~y terms. For the analysis of derivations in @ we replace the 
axioms (8~(10) by the following ruks which are equivalent as long as only open 
formulae are oonsidereck 
0 
r,s=OkA r,s=Nxt-A 
l-t-b 
J xes, C A, 
(9) 
&s=k=xIA;...; r,s=kex+k-1bA 
ZVA J 
x0, r, 4 
w 
r,s=r+xkA, r,t=s+xbA 
rkA , 
x$s,t, r, A. 
!Wce we are c 4y interested in the derivability of open formulae, we can again 
restrict ours&es to consider only derivable prime sequents and assume- as in 
the ease of PO-that a derivation in z ,of a prime sequent consists of prime 
!Sequents OnIy. 
We fust note that z is substantially stronger than p0 and a greater class of 
diophantine equations can be decided in this system. 
. Tire following are provable in 2$ 
(i) n-x+rllfn-yforO<mCn. 
(ii) p(x) #O for oil diophanthe equations whose unsolvab~ can be obtained 
by elementmy congruence considerations, as e.g. all insolvable linear equation, 
3x+2=y2, x*+x+1=2y (i.e., most of the equations which are treated in 
Mor&U,s book [3 Chapter 21). (iii) x l y = x l Z-X = 0 v y = t, hence axioms 
(7) of z 
Obvious. 0 
In the anaIysis of Z$derivations we shah of course mainly be concerned with 
rules (8)-( 10). Occurrences of rule (8) can again be eliminated by variable 
substitutions of type xi+o, 1,. . . , c - 1, xi + c. In the same way occurrences of 
rule (9) Can be eIiminated via SUbStitUtiCNlS Of type Xi+kmXi,kmXi+l, 
. . ..k=xi+k-1. In order to combine both types, we d e, for an n-tupel 
Xl, . . . , x,, of variables, substitution sets Z$, as the set of ah n-tupels B1 . l . &, 
with~iE{ko~~+rIr<k,~iEI=,} fori=l,...,nandk>l, andZ$.X~:=Z&.X, 
ifk=l WealsocaIlZ’~” . x~--*x” a (k, c)-splitting of the variables xl, . . . , x,. Note that 
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by SUbS&U~OUs Xi-O, I,. . . ,e-I,Xi+e Or Xi+O, 1, l . l 9 (doI)*C-1, 
(d-l)*C+d*Xi,..., (dol)-C+d*Xi+d-1 for all occurrences Of Xy l l *X, 
h Ik,c 
xl---x,# a (k, c)-splitting can be extended to a (k, c + e)- or (k . d, c)-splitting 
respectively. In this way, two given splittings lklDcl and Ikac2 can always be 
extended to a cxkmon splitting (lem(kI, kz), max(cl, cz)), and each splitting of 
this type can be obtained from (ki, cl)-@tiUgs by substitution. 
For two terms s and t and a variable u which does not occur in s, t, c A, let 
r, (s, t, u), I- A be the sequent r, s = t+ukAandIJ(s,t,u),kAthekquentr, 
t = s + Nu k A. As in Section 1 we use II- to indicate that a sequent is derivable in 
Z$ without use of the rules (8).(10). 
15. Lemmrr. Let r(x) I- A(x) be a prime sequent which is derivable in 2Jf- Then 
there &t natzml numbers k, c, m and terms SI(X), t&), s&, UI), 
t&J Ul), l l l rsm+& u1 l * 'u,), t,,l(x, w l 'u,) szickl that 
Roof. By induction on the height 
1. The assertion is trivial for 
weakening rules. 
2. cut: 
lVp =q,A ap=@- 
l?,rkA,C 
of Z$derivations. 
the axioms of z 
c 
and is preserved under 
By induction hypothesis and after having equalized variable 
renamed variables, we obtain 
splittings and 
r(x), t(x) = 0 k A(x) r(x), t(x) = Ny I- A(x) 
T(x) I- A(x) 
By induction hxypothesis and after equalizing splittings and renaming variables we 
obtain 
Is U.R. ikhmmf 
fbr all ia,. . . , jn E {0, 1) and Z, S, ai, j of a common (k, c)-splitting with k > 1 
aud c B 1. We extend the splittings in x, u, u (not in y) to a (k, c + 1).splitting. 
mnforeach~E~+’ one of the following equreions is provable: 
k*p+i withp<c+l,i<k, 
k(c+l+t’(x))+i withickandatermt” 
If t(x)=0 holds, then a cut with (i) provides the desired sequent. In all other 
eases a suitable ji in (ii) can be chasm such that-after having substituted an 
qpmpriatetermt’ifn~ -8 cut with (ii) gives the result. 
4. Rule (9): 
qx), t(x) = d l u k A(x);. ;r(x),r(x)=dmy+d-lkA(x) 
r(lr) k A(x) 
A@n by induction hypothesis we have 
~rani<d,pE{o,l},~,ii’,~E~~. We extend the (k, c)qWing in s and u’ to 
a (d l k, c)qWthg. Then f;or each 2 E Ickc there exist natural numbers I c k and 
m<dsuchthat 
(ii) t(x)=&k-t’(lc)+dmf+m 
where t’ is a tenu with t’(x) =p CC or t’(x) = c + t”(x). Now in (i) we choose the 
sequents with i=m and among these the sequents with j7=kmy+r. If 
t’(x) =p CC, we further choose y :=p and by a cut we obtain the desired 
sequent. Otherwise t’ =c+iandwetakey := c + y, substitute r for y and again 
a cut with (ii) provides the wanted result. 
5. Rule (10): 
l-,s=t+yI-A r,t=s+NykA 
IQ the sequel we denote by .J&..x, variable spMtings of type Xi+ -C - 10 Xi, 
-c, . . . . -l,O,l,..., c-l,Xi+c, in the variables x1,. . . ,xn. We c now 
characterize the prime sequents which are provable in z. 
. A ptime sequent T(x) I- A(x) is derivable in e i’# there exist ~turd 
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numbers k, c, m such that, for aU RI 9 l 9 Z,, E I%.,,, there is a set 
{t(x), ti;,(G h), l l 9 , tli,...&Jx, u), pir*...i&+l(x, u) lUl l l l U,,l E J:} 
of polynomials over Z with pul...h+l E P and 
vu* l . l U,,l E Jf Am P&P u) !E (n$, t(x) = Ul, . . . , tu 1”. &x, u) = urn+& 
Pmof. Let I’(x) t-A(x) be derivable in Z$ Then by the preceding lemma there 
exist k, c, m and terms so(x), to(x), = l . , s&x, u), t,(x, u) such that for ail 
2 
P 
g E Ike l 
&U h* l l im+l E (0, 1) there exists a p E P such with 
6, P(X, U) S (C (&I, &I, h)il, l l l 9 (LB L k+l)i,+J 
Put Q(X) :=Q(x) - to(x). Then we have 
(0 3p E p A(g), p(x, U) E (f(x), r&) = al, @I, 6, a&, . . .), 
(ii) 3p E p A(g), p(x, u) E (r(x), Q(g) = - Niil, ($1, &, &),, . . .). 
For each fixed n-tupel Zl 9 . .2,, E 15 there exist i <k and q E H[x] such that 
q,(S) = k . q(x) + i. Choosing El as k l iJI + i with tiI E I&, we obtain from (i), 
3p E p A(g), p(X, U) E (r(z), Q(X) = al, @I@, Ml+ i), tl(. l l )I U& l 0) 
andwithiz ,:=kd,+k-i-l, &EZ~,from (ii): 
3p E fP A@), p(X, U) E (f(X), q(X) = - N&, @I(. l l ), tl(= l a), U&z, l l 0). 
Next we take ~~(3, k& + i) - t#, k& + i) as k l giii(x, ul) + j. with j. C k, qh, E 
Z[x, ul] and s@, ktiI + k - i - 1) - t@, kill + k - i - 1) as k l q+Jx, ul) + jl 
with jI<k and q _NfiI E +[x, &I, etc., i.e., the akematkes (Sk, fk, Uk+&k+l are 
successively replaced by equations qpI..&x, u1 l . 9 uk) = tik+la 
(ii) For the converse we first write tGl...zj as t&..+ - t”&_..zj where tk and G are 
terms. Then for each &. . . z,, E ZF the premise of the assertion can be written 
as: 
v~~..*~m+~Ez~v~~*.*~~+~E{O,l} 
43, P fil--&+l(G U) E (r@, (t’(X), p(X), &)il, l l l 9 (* l l )i,+J 
. By Lemma 2 this yields the derivability of 
r(Z), (e l l )ilp l l l p (- l l )im+l )_ A(3). 
for all i& l l l i&+1 E I: and il l l l &,,+I E (0, 1). Writing out (. . .)i,,,+* we obtain 
Applications of rules (8) and (10) yield 
In these sequents he variable u,+~ does no longer occur. By repeating this step 
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for the alternatives in k, h+. . . , u1 we obtain the derivability in z of 
~~)~A(~)forallfl==*~~~Z~=. Finally, the (k, c)-splitting can be cancelled by 
use of rules (8) and (9) and we obtain r(x) t- A(x). 0 
From this theorem we can deduce a simple criterion for the independence of 
diophantine equations of 2J$ 
[x] them &stpammetrh2tion polyrwmiak 
(fi) fis . . ..$Jiavepositiveikding~~. 
(iii) tJkmerdstranaE *f,(a), . . . ,f,(a)EE, 
tknp(x)#O is mtpmmbk in zf. 
Let p = I -s where r and s have positive coefficients only and suppose 
I(x)#s(x) were derivable in z and p had the mentioned property. Then by 
the preceding theorem there exist c, k, m E N such that V2 E Zp there exists 
a set {t(x), . . . , tii,...k(x, u) 1 ii1 l l l i& EIE) of polynomials over Z with 
V&w-- %8+1e3Q~R 
(i) q(x, u) E (p(S), t(x) = &, . . . , t+.&+ u) = am+,). 
We choose 2 l Zkc such that x’ =k-(c+x,)+i,, . . . &=k*(c+X,)+i,, 
where i 1, . . . , i, a& obtained from >l(a) = il(mod k), . . . , f,(u) = i,(mod k). For 
this n4upel 3,**- &, we obtain from (i) by substituting (xi -i,)/k 0-c for 
Xj*i= 1 ,...,n:V~1==i%+,EJ~3qEP 
0 4( ii fi(Y)-i,_c k 9=.., 
fn(Y)-i"_c u 
k 9 
E 
(( t f(Y) 1 - il k -C,..., 
The value of the polynomial on the left side is strictly positive for all real values 
ofu 1, . . . , b+l 20 and sufficiently great y. In order to obtain a contradiction we 
transform both sides of E until the ideal becomes 0, whereas the polynomial on 
the left remains positive. To this end we Grst consider the polynomial 
- il 
-cc,..., fn(Y) - in 
k 
and we distinguish the following cases: 
Care 1: t x(yLmil - c, . . . ,‘(y~min- c) 
( 
is constant. Since fi(a) = 
il(mod k) , . . . , f,(u) = i,(mod k), the constant value of t(- l l ) must be an integer. 
y a suitable choice of tiI and, if nccessa-v, substituting an integer Z for ~1, the 
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equation t(. l l ) = iI1 becomes an identity. We obtain from (ii): 
( c +, .Ul . . . , I) = ti2, . . . , t(i,...&J. . , 1, 242 l l l u@J = i&+1). 
Thus the number of terms on the right has been reduced, whereas the term on the 
left remains strictly positive for u2, . . . , u,+~ a0 and y sufkiently great. 
Case 2: t fit(Y)-in 9...# k 
-c is of degree >O and its leading 
coefficient is positive. Then the equation t(- l 0) = til becomes an identity when 
choosing til:= c + u1 and substituting t(= l l ) - c for ul. We obtain from (ii): 
Vi&..* ~+,3qEPq(...,t(***)-c,u,***um+,)E 
(t ( . . . , t(* l .) - c) = ti2, . . . , t;,...;,(* l l ) = i&+1). 
Again the n&ber of terms on the right has been reduced-and the left side 
remains positive for u2, . . . . u,+~ a 0 and sufficiently great y. 
Case 3: t(m l l ) is of degree >O and its leading coefficient is negative. This case 
is similar to case 2: The equation t(- =)=a, becomes an identity with 
i&:= -c-l-ulandul:=-c-l-t(...). 
This reduction step can be repeated until all the terms on the right side are put 
to -0, whereas the value of the polynomial on the left remains positive for 
su&iently great y. This is a contradiction. Cl 
18. CorolIary. The irrati&ality of a and Fermat’s inequations (x + 1)” + (y + 1) 
# (z + 1)” with n > 2 are not provable in g. 
Proof. (x + 1)2 = 2 l (y + 1)2 can be put to 0 by the parametrization fi(y) = 
~.y-1,~(y)=y-1andthesameholdsfor(x+l~+(y+l~=(z+1)“with 
fi(Y)=Y-l,fi(Y)=Y-l,f,(Y)=t/Z*Y-l* 0 
In order to establish the diophantine quivalence of 2: with other systems, we 
now consider the models of Z$ It turns out that these are the non-negative parts 
of discretely ordered commutative integral domains of characteristic 0 which in 
addition allow a unique divisibility with remainder of the ring elements by natural 
numbers k> 1, i.e., which satisfy VAy[x=k=yvx=key+lv**=vx= 
kmy+k-1] for k=2,3,... According to Wilkie [ll] we shall call such rings 
z-rings. 
Theorem. Each model of 28 can be extended to a &ring. Conversely, if 
+,~,O,l)isa&ring, then({xERIxaO}, +,*,O,l)~amodelofZ$ 
Proof. (i) If 92 is a model of Zy, then we choose a set N which is disjoint to M 
and of the same cardinal@ as M - (0). We consider N as the set of negative 
ls U.R. Skheri 
and multiplication in M can then in an obvious 
:=MUNanditisamatterofroutineto 
integral domain of characteristic 0. 
a discrete ordering on R which respects 
then it is easy to vexi@ that {x E R 1 x 30) satisfies the 
of adding new axioms, the theories 2; can also be strengthened by a 
generalization of the induction principle. In the sequel we consider a system in 
the language with 0, N, V, + , and l and a weakened form of the @-induction 
0 i 
WA@, 0) VxA(x, y) WxA(., Ny) 
kVx A(x, t) 9 
A open 
which can also be written as an open Merence rule in form of a so-called 
parameter substitution induction 
0 ii 
Wx, 0) AM& y), Y), . . .9 Jul(xt YIP Y) wx* NY) 
W, 0 
again A is an open formula and s, t, tI, . . . , t,, are arbitrary terms. It is 
well-known that this form of induction can be reduced to ordinary open induction 
by introduction of suitable primitive recursive functions. Kreisel asked, whether 
this can be done with a small number of basic functions in the case of a parameter 
induction with just one parameter, 
. . . 
( 1 In 
bA(x, 0) A(+, Y 1s Y) )-Ah NY) 
bA(s, t) 
9 A open 
and the language considered here (cf. [8, p. 35’71). We shall show that the 
question can be answered positively if the class of the substitution terms t(x, y) is 
restricted to the terms which can be obtained from 0 and the variables by the 
functions N and V; we shall denote this class by T. With t restricted to T, rule 
(iii) becomes equivalent to open induction with 0, N, V, + , 0, and &. Let 2: be 
the system having the axioms of 2: and the parameter substitution induction (iii) 
restricted to T-terms (T-induction for short). We establish the equivalence of this 
system to z with respect to the provability of diophantine formulae. The 
equivalence to the open induction fragment with A is then obtained in the next 
subsection. 
open fomuik which is provable in 2$ is also provable in 2:. 
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Roof. By induction on the height of derivations in 2: we show that each prime 
sequent which is provable there, is also provable iu 2:. The open axioms of z 
are provable by open induction and hence also by T-induction. Also the assertion 
is preserved by tural inference rules. Hence it sufkes to show 
that the assertion is preserved bv mles (8)~(10). 
-Rule (8): 
r, t=OI=A f=nrxkA 
lVA 9 
x $ t, r, A. 
By induction hypothesis the sequents r, t = 0 t- A and r, t = Nx t- A are provable 
in 2:. In the second Z:derivation we replace x by V(t) which yields r, 
t = 0 v t = W(t) t-A, and by a cut with the J$derivable sequent t-t = 0 v t = 
NV(t), we obtain IVA. 
-Rule (9): 
r,t=k=xFA;. . . ; I’,t=k=x+k-WA 
I?A 
9 x$U’,A. 
By induction hypothesis, the sequents 
(i) I-t=kax+i + (Ar+WA) (foreachick) 
are provable in 2:. Let A(x, y) be the formula t +x = km y- (A r-, W A) 
with x, y $ t, r, A. If we replace x by 0 in the sequent with i = 0 iu (i), then we 
obtainl-t=O-,(M\r-WA)andhencewitht+x=k=Okt=0: 
(ii) kA(x, 0). 
From (i) we also obtain 
t+x=k*(y+l),x=O ~Ar+WA, 
t.+x=k-(y+l),x=l %r-*WA, 
. . . , 
t+x=k=(y+l),x=k-1 kfl(\r_,WA, 
t+x=k*(y+l),x=NkVkXFt+VkX=k’y, 
which yields 
A(V’x,y),x=Ovx=lv=-vx=k-lvx=N’V’xFA(x,y+l). 
By a cut with the Z$derivable sequent Fx = 0 v l l l v x = k - 1 v x = N&V&x we 
finally obtain 
(iii) A(Vkx, y) t-A(x, y + 1). 
An application of T-induction on (ii) and (iii) gives t-A((k - 1) . t, t), from which 
rt- A can be recovered. 
- Rule (10): 
r,s=t+xC-A r, t=s+Nxt-A 
IT-A 9 
x $ s, t, I-, A. 
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By Suction hypothesis the sequents 
(iv) k=t+x-,(Ar+wA) andkt=s+Nx+(/mMwA) 
are derivable in e. Let B&y) be the formula s+x=t+y-(Ar-,WA). 
Then by (iv) it fMows that I-B(0, 0) and t-B(Nx, 0), hence 
are derivable in 2:. Also by Cv) we obtain M9(0, y), and from the definition of B 
it follows that I-B(x, y)-‘B(Nx, Ny) is derivable in 2;. Together this yields 
x=o~B(Vx,y)4#(,,y+l) and x=NKxH3(V.,y)+B(x,y+l), 
andbyacutwitht-x=Ovx=NVk, 
(vi) B(VX, y) c- B(X, y+ i j. 
An application of T-induction gives W(t, s) from what IV A can be 
recovered. 0 
We are now going to show that the converse is also true: A sequent which is 
provable in 2$ is also provable in Z$. The proof is model-theoretic: We show that 
extensions of the models of Z$ are closed under T-induction. To this end we 
apply a method whose principle is due to Shoetield [lo]. By Theorem 19, each 
model %R of 2$ can be extended to a &ring R. In R we can easily define the 
function of predecessor: Let 
viw:={;_ 1 ifx=O eh 
9 
I&:= V, 1 M and let % be the extension of Xl2 by V,. Obviously B satisfies the 
defining axioms of the function V. 
Let hA(x, 0) and Vx Vy [A(t(x, y), y)-*A(x, y + l)] be satiskd in *, 
, y) is an open formula in which other possibly occuning free variables 
n substituted by arbitrary elements from !k We distinguish three cases 
according to the form of t. Without restricting generality we may suppose that t 
has one of the following forms: o EM, N&V%, NkV’y (k, I E M). 
Case 1: t(x, y) = a E M. Then A(a, 0) and Vy [A(a, y)*A(a, y + l)] hold and 
hence A(a, n) for each IZ E f+J. We have to show fi II-A(a, b) for b E M - N. We 
choose a c E IV such that A(a, y + c)eB(y), where B is an open formula in 
which the symbol V does not occur. B(y) is a Boolean combination of finitely 
many prime formulae which in the ring Ra can be written as polynomial 
IZ. In Ra the pi’s have only finitely many zeros or 
ere exists an n E !+I such at for each i, pi(V”b - n) = 0 lo, 
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pi(n) = @ holds, hence B(V% - n)e=)B(n) or A@, V% - n + C) ~4 A@, c + n). 
Since % bA(u, c + n), it follows that s FA(a, b - n) and hence 8&A@, 6). 
Care 2: t(x, y) = NkV!x. As before, Vx A@, n) holds for all natural numbers n 
in 82. IA c E N such that A(N’I@(x +c), y + c) e B(x, y), where in B the 
function V does not occur. Again B(x,y) can be interpreted as a Boolean 
combination of polynomial equations pi@, y) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, with polynomials 
pi over Re. We now show that for x EM and y E M\N there exists an n E N such 
that for all i, 
p&+(k-l)*n,y-n)=O rc~, p&+(k-l)*y-(k-l)=n,n)=O. 
To this end we distinguish for each i: 
(i) For infinitely many n, pi(X + (k - 2) .n, y -n) =O. Then for all z EM 
p&+(k-l)*z,y-z)=O and with z:=y-n:Vnpi(x+(k-l)ey-(k-l)=n,n) 
‘0, hence 
Vnp&+(k-l)*y-(k-l)mn,n)=O e p&+(k-l)*n,y-n)=O. 
(ii) There is an naQ such that for all n B nio, pi(X + (k - 1) l n, y - n) # 0. If then 
for infinitely many n (pi(x + (k - I) l y - (k - 1) l n, n) = 0, then again for all 
z E Mpi(x + (k - I) . y - (k - 1) l z, z) = 0 which leads to a contradiction if we put 
z:=y-n. Hence there is an nil such that for all nanhpi(x+(k-l)mn,y- 
n) # 0. With ni : = max(nio, nil) we then have 
Vnanipi(x+(k-l)=n,y-n)=O 
u pi(x+(k-1)-y-(k-l)=n,n)=O. 
Now let n be the maximum of the ni’s. Then 
B(x+(k-l)=n,y-n) e B(x+(k-l)=y-(k-l)*n,n) or 
A(NkV’(x)n+c,y-n+c) e A(NkV1(x)=y-(k-l)*n+c,n+c). 
Because of Vx A(x, n) we also have A(NkV’(x) l n + c, y - n + c) and by n 
applications of the induction step we obtain A(x + c, y + c). Therefore we have 
A@, 6) for all kM and all UEM -Nor u~N,oac. For m<cA(m,b) is 
obtained as follows: If k i 1, then A(NkV’x, y)-, A(x, y + 1) with x = k yields 
A(k, y)+ A(k, y + 1). This can be treated as in case 1 and we obtain Vy A(k, y). 
For x = m, m s 1, A(k, y)+A(m, y + 1) gives Vy A(m, y). For n > I the assertion 
is obtained by induction on m. 
Case 3: t(x, y) = N&V?. By substituting NkVf(y + 1) for x in the formula for 
the induction step we obtain A(NkV’y, y)+ A(NkV’(y + l), y + l), Le., we have 
B(0) and B(y)+ B(y + 1) with B(y):=A(N&V’y,y). This induction can be 
treated as in case 1. Cl 
22. Corolllpry. 2: and 2: are equivalent with respect to the provability of 
diophuntine formulae. 
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We now conside the open induction fragment 2: with the functions 
O,NvP +,=, and A whkh is obtained by extending 2; to the new language and 
thedefi&gaxiomsforVand A, 
l-V(O) = 0, kPO=s, 
W(Nt) = t, t-sANt= V(s’t) 
uality axioms. This system has kt been investigated by 
proved the independence of (x + l)*= 2. (y + l)* and 
+ly for nM by comcting suitable non-standard 
finding open axioms which can equivalently 
he did not succeed in fmding such axioms. 
The main diiikulty here is that rule (9) of the system Z$ is provable in Z’,, 
whereas the axioms 3y[t=k=yv l mm vt=k=y+k-l] cannot be expressed 
by an open f@zmula in the language with + , l , and &. We shall show, however, 
that 2: is equivalent to an i.uduction-kee system if axioms or rule (9) are added. 
ThusthesituationissimilartothecaseofZ~wheretheaxiomsVy[t=Ovt= 
Ny]cannotbeexpres&byanopenformulain + and-,butthefunctionVhas 
to be added for that purpose. Similarly, 2: can be fMm&ited with open axioms 
and without induction if the functions [;I, n s 2, are added. 
Using a theorem by Wikie fll] we fust prove the equivalence of 2: to Lt. 
open form& which is provable in z is also provabiiz n 2:. 
. The asserfi=TI is proved for prime sequents I?-A by induction on the 
height of derivations in z. There is nothing to prove for axioms and logical 
inf&rence rules. 
-Rule (8): 
&t=OkA r,t=Nxt-A 
I-I-A 9 mtU=‘_d. 
By induction hypothesis, I’, t = Ot- A and r, t = Nx t- A are provable in 2:. In the 
last sequent we replace x by Vt and by a cut with the Ziderivable sequent 
M=Ovt=NVtweobtain~EAinZ’1. 
- Rule (9): 
r,t=k=xFA;. . . ;I-‘, t=kcx+k-U-A, 
I-I-A 8 
x $ t, r, A. 
By induction hypotkis the following sequents are provable in Zi: 
(i) t-t=k=x + (Ar+WA), . . . , t-t=x+k-l+(Ar+WA)- 
Using open induction in 2: we prove t-Nt-k=x+(Ar+WA): In Zii-Nt- 
k-O=O-+(~r+wA)andNt~k=Nx=Ot-Vk(NtLk-x)=O, hence 
0 ii -k-Nx=OFNzLk-x=0, Nt’k=x=l,. . . , Nttk*x=k 
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are provable. From 
NtAk.x=O+(flC\r+WA),Nt-k.x=Ol-lX\r+WA, 
NtAk.x=lkt=k.x, 
. . . , 
we obtain with (i) and (ii): 
NtAk.x=kFt=k.x+k-1, 
Nt-k.x=O+(~l‘+WA)I-NtLk.Nx+(~l-+wA). 
BY open induction we obtain C-Nt A km Nt = O+ (fl(\ r+ W A) and hence IV A. 
-Rule (10): 
r,s=t+xbA r,t=s+xl-A 
n-A 3 
xes,t,r, A. 
By induction hypothesis r, s =t+xFA and r,t=s+xFA are provable in 2:. 
By substitution of s At and t&s for x in these sequents we obtain r, 
s=t+(s-t)vt=s+(t&s)t-A and by a cut with the Zi-derivable sequent 
t=s=t+(s-t)vt=s+(t-s)thesequentrFA. CI 
Each model # of Z$ can easily be extended to a structure a in the language of 
Zi: The definition of V in Ign has already been given, A is defmed by 
x ry:= 1 x-y if3u[x=y+u], 0 if3u[y=x+u]. 
This definition can be extended to the ring Ram Then obviously B Es A 0 = s A 
s&Nt= V(s’t). 
The embedding of z into Z’, by the last theorem only uses the axioms 
t=Ovt=NVt, s=t+(sAt)vlt=s+(t-s), and rule (9). Thus, if in 2: the 
rule of open induction is replaced by the axioms (l)-(7) of Z$, the axioms 
Ov=O, (r+t)-(s+t)=rv, s=t+(s-t)vt=s+(tv) 
and axiom or rule (9) of z, then one obtains a system 2; which also includes z(i). 
Since moreover each model of z can be extended to a model of 2; we even 
24. Theorem. e and Zf are equivalent with respect to the provability of 
diophantine formuk. 
From results by Shepherdson and Wilkie it follows that Z$ and Z’, are also 
equivalent. In [9] Shepherdson gave the following characterization of the models 
of Zi, where 2: r is the system 9: without rule (9): 
25. Theorem (Shepherdson). A model m of 2; f LS also a model of 2: iff in the 
real closure a of N the following holds: 
3adWlRE:a!~a<a!+l. 
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U&g this characterization Wtie [ll] proved: 
(Wiie). For e4rch sntheJ%? 
Sinceeachmodelof2$zanbeextendedtoa 
theorem that 
it follows from Wilkie’s 
We now show that the addition of the functions [=I and Rm, n B 2, for the 
integral part and remainder in divisions by n do not strengthen 2:. The new 
functions, however, have the advantage that then an equivalent induction-free 
system with open axioms can be given. Let z be the extension of 2: by the new 
functions, the defining axioms 
K(O) = 0, R,(Nt) = N(R,(t)) l (1 A UC&) A (n - 2))), 
[j=O, [3=[3+(R,$)+2)) 
and the corresponding equality axioms. Open induction is allowed for all 
formulae of the extended language. The models of 2: cau again be extended to 
On the other side, the models of z or 2: can be extended to models of 
a &&ing the characteiktic properties of [F] and R,,: 
0 i t=n- J +R,(t), [I n R,(t)=Ov -8. vR,,(t)=n-1. 
It follows that the induction&e system 2: which is obtained from 2: by 
replacing the axiom schema (9) by schema (i), is conservative over 2: (and Zi, 
equivalently): 
* z is a wnservativ~ extension of 2:. 
Schema (i) is derivable in 2: by open induction. We now prove that there are 
no other open consequences of open induction than those which are derivable in 
2: and 2: are eqtivakat. 
We show that the models of 2: are closed 
these models are in particular models of Zt, we 
formulae in 0, V, +,-, A. Now let % be a 
under open induction. Since 
may use open induction on 
model of 2: and suppose 
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nil-A(0) A Vx [A(x)-,A(x + l)] with an open formula A in 0, IV, V, +, l , A, 
[z], Rn. We have to show that !NbA(u) for an arbitrary u E M. In the ring Rm 
belonging to %R, A(x) can be understood as a Boolean combination of prime 
form&e f(x) = 0, where the tis are built up from x and elements of R by the 
functions +, -, l , &, [;I, and R,,. We now eliminate ah occurrences of A-terms 
in the range of occurrences of [-;r] and Rm: In Rm the formula 
?a I) 
is obviously equivalent to the formuIa 
r(x) = s(x) + (r(x) A s(x)) A A(x, [ @); ‘(‘))]) v 
s(x) = r(x) + (s(x) A 7(x)) A A(x, [?I). 
By iterated applications of this type of substitution all occurrences of ~-terms in 
the range of function symbols [=I and R,, cm &A.ly be eliminated and we can 
find an open fomula B(x) which is equivalent to A(x) where the terms occming 
in [:I and R, are built up by the symbols + , - , ., [;I, and Rn. Since the ring 
RN is a Z-ring, all the occurrences of the function symbols [;;;I and R,, in B can be 
eliminated via substitutions of type x-k l x + j, for all j C k and sufkientiy great 
k (e.g., the product of the k,‘s in the occurrences of [%I, Rk in B), i.e., for aill 
i <k we can fmd formulae C(x) in the language of Z’, such that B(k l x + i) _ 
C&x). From A(0) A A&)-A@ + 1) it follows that B(0) A B(x)+ B(x + 1) 
holds, hence Vi < k B(i) and B(x)-+ B(x + k), i.e., for ail i < k, C(O) A C&)-, 
Ci(x + 1) holds. By open induction on Z~-rormulae we obtain C&a]), hence 
B(k . [f] + i) for each i < k and an arbitrary a E M, from which B(u) and A(u) 
foIiows. 0 
In [S] Shepherdson gave an axiom system which is equivalent to 2: and he 
con+ctured that this system is equivalent to 2:; this is proved by the preceding 
theorem. 
3. The imtionaIity of l/S 
In the systems considered so far, (x + l)* # 2 . (y + l)* has not been provable. 
In the following we are looking for a simple system in which the irrationality of 
d2 is provable on the one hand and which allows to characterize all refutable 
equations on the other. A simple open induction proof of (x + l)* # 2. (y + 1)” 
can be given if the iteration h of [T], 
fi(& 0) =x9 fi(x, y + 1) = rffF] , 
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In the language with 0, N K + 9 ., A ) [T]t fi and open induction the 
is provabfe. Let A@, y, z) be the formula (fi(x, z) + 1)2 # 2 l cfi(y, t) + Q2. Then 
A&, y, 2 + 1) )-A(x, Y, z), he= 
A@, Y, (x + Y) A 8 Wx, Y, (x + y) A (2 + 1)) 
is provable. By open induction we also obtain t-h@, x + y) = 0, from which 
I-A(x, y, (x + y) LO) follows. By open induction in z we obtain t-A@, y, (x + y) A 
(x+y))axidthereke(x+ly#2~(y+l)2. 
In the lqusge with 0, N, + , l we can express iterated divisions by arbitrary, 
I&d natural numbers k > 1 by the following induction rule 
t~A(kx~+i~,...,kx~+i,) Vil==.i’<kwith~i~>O 
(9 A@1 l .=~)kA(K;nl===kx,) 
kA(t, l l l a) 
where ta,..., & are arbitrary terms with C $ E IT? This rule expresses, for an 
n-tupel Xl l l l x,, an induction on the greatest number nz such that K” is a 
commondivisorofx~===x,. 
We now study an equational caMus 5 which contains rule (i) restricted to 
negated prime formulae: 
k ~2. We shall refer to this rule as ‘k-induction’. The axioms of 
Z&are(i)-(v)and(1)-(7)of~andaxiomsUDoftheformn=s+m=n=Afor 
arbitraxytemus,tandn~2,0<m<n. Axiom(8)of~isusedinformofthe 
rule 
(09 N) 
P(O))- PW)t- 
PW . 
Now it is easy to see that iu & the irrationality of arbitrary n-th roots of prime 
numbers is provable: Clearly, if p is a prime number and n > 1, then for each 
Xp, SO, andjcp, (p=x+i~=p=(p.y+j)“~canbewrittenasanaxiomof 
fo of &. If i=O, &en (p=xr=(p=y+jr implies pn-Gn= 
(p=y+j)” by axiom (7), which for j#Ocan again be written iu the form of an 
Diophanthe qua&m in&men& of &&met& 
axiom inID, hence 
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is provable in & for j#O. Since 0, l xr=p ‘(p l y)Vx”=p l yn is &O 
derivable in &, by k-induction we obtain 
i.e., the irrationality of G. In this derivation the induction terms tlr t2 in the 
k-induction are of a particukly simple form: x + 1 and y + 1. We therefore also 
consider a subsystem 2; of & where the terms tl, . . . , t,, in the k-inductions (ii) 
are restricted to be linear polynomials. Then there is still a large class of 
diophantine equations which are decidable in 2;: 
30. Ilmrem. Diophantk equations whose impossibility can be obtained by 
simple congruence onsidemtions and homogeneous equations where the impos- 
sibility of a non-trivkd solution can be seen by considemtions of this ty?e for an 
assumed pkaitive solution can be refkted in 2;. 
Pmof. Trivial. Cl 
In order to be able to characterize‘ the diophantine quations which are 
refutable in & and Z;, we need some preliminary steps. From a &derivation of 
prime sequents, occurrences of weakening rules can be eliminated. 
31. Lemma. If the prime sequent IV A is dkrivabk in & or Z;, then there xists a
weakening-free d rivation of a sequent r’ I- A’, where r’ c r,, A’ e A and A’ 
consists of at most one equation. 
Roof. By a simple induction on the height of derivations in& or Z;. 0 
32. Lemma. A prime sequent r k u = v is derivable in & or Z; without the use of 
weakmings iff there xi& a d EN, d >O sm-h that da (u - v) E (I’). 
Proof. By induction on the height of the derivation. (0, N)-rules and k-induction 
caMotoccurinthiscase. cl 
Sequents of the form rt- u = v are now completely characterized. We now 
consider sequents of the form r t- . k-inductions can be separated into two types: 
- Type 1: p&x,, . . . , kx,) t- is derivable, hence for all iI. . l i,, -C k 
p(k+i,, l . . 9 kx, + i,) t-. This type of k-induction isjust rule (9) of z. 
- Type 2:p(kxI, . . . , kx,&p(x,, . . . , x,,) holds. Then p(xI l 9 . x,) is a poly- 
nomial which is homogeneous in the variables xl, . . . , x,, and has no non-trivial 
solution in the natural numbers. 
and k-inductions of type I cm again be eliminated by variable 
=. k-inductions of type 2 are transformed under these 
&stitutions into a somewhat generalized form 
then have the 
By induction on the height of derivations, in complete analogy to Lemma 
15. cl 
Derivations of prime sequents rt- cau be sim@if~ed further: It su&es to 
cmsider derivations having in each thread at most one occurrence of a 
k-induction. For technical reasons we admit another special form of k-induction: 
that a derivation of I’(@- of the described form is given. This 
derivation can be transformed such that the end-piece is of the following form: 
cmsidea ail de 
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occurs, then the end-piece of the given derivation can be transformed to 
p(x, kj& + il l ’ l k& + imp 
PwY1*- kym) I-P@* Yl l l l Ym) 
r(xi + WC) kp(x, klc + t;(x), . a .) p(x, klc + t;(x), . . .)k 
F(Xi + Mc)b 
Otherwise tkere is at least one derivation of p(x, k(l(c + yl) + jl) + iI, . . .) k in 
wkick there occurs duotker k-induction. The end-piece of this subderivation can 
ain be brought into the form 
wherea,..., j7” are as described above. Then by Lemma 32, 
p(x, ky, + h l l l &I + i,) I d l 9(x, y, S&P Y) ’ l l sm(x, Y)), 
hence 
for certain numbers al, . . . , a, c klc + kl + k=: cl. q(x, y, z) is homogeneous in 
21, . . . , z,,,. For sufficiently great r E N, (kl)’ l d - q(x, y, z) can be written as 
q’(x, kl my, z), where q’ is also homogeneous in zl, . . . , z,. Then 
and by a suitable multiplication with a power of kl, the k-induction in q can be 
transformed into one in q’. By further multiplying with a suitable (kl)” we obtain 
hence 
for certain numbers cl and bi : = cl - ai. SO 
P(x, Yl + Cl l “Ya+Cl)~q’(X,Yl+~l, l l 4 
is derivable and the end-piece can be transformed as follows: 
q’(x, y + b, h& + el l - l hZ, + e,,Jl- 
q’(x,y+=b, hz)kq’(x,y +b, 2) 
(i) p(x, y + cl) k q’(x,,y + b, s;(* l l ) l l 0) q’(x, y + 6,4(x, y + W, l -4 b 
p(xt Y + ClP 
‘168 U.R. SUwd 
Bysubstitutiagt; ,..., t;forya ,...) yn in (i) and cut we obtain the derivability 
ofqx*+c~,..., x, + c& by a derivation in which there occurs one k-induction 
less than in the given one. By iterating this procedure, all occurrenWs of 
k-Muctions except the lowest one can be eliminated. El 
l -q,)i-be&MvablHn&orZ~. lknoneofthe 
(r(x~+c,..*,x,+c)). 
colowrsely, jkonl each of the condition follows the &rivab~ of l-(x+ 
C ,..., ~+c)korr(xl,..., x#J)_in&orZ~. 
Pmuf. Let r(xl l l l xn)k be derivable in & or 2;. Then by the last two lemmata 
thereexistk,c~NsachthatV~~=o=i,<kT(k(c+x~)+i,,...,k(c+x,)+i,)~ 
is derivable and in each of these derivations there occurs at most one k-induction 
of type (iv). So we distinguish: 
(i) In none of the derivations there occurs a k-induction, i.e., Vi1 l l . i,, < k 
the= exists g E P U D such that the end-piece of the derivation can be brought 
into the form 
r(k(c +x*) + il, - l l , k(c +x,) + i,) kg(x) tm- 
T(k(c +x1) + il, . . l , k(c +x,) + in)k 
l 
Then g(x) e (r(k(c +x1) + il, . . . ) k(c +x,) + i,). If for an n-tupel 
il, . . . , i,, g(x) E P, then condition (i) holds, otherwise condition (ii). 
(ii) For an n-tupel iI, . . . , in, in the derivation of r(k(c +x1) + il, . . . , k(c + 
x,) +i& there occurs a k-induction of type (iv). Then the end-piece of this 
derivation can be brought into the following form: 
(l-ind.) 
r(k(c + x1) + iI, . . -) k q(x, &(x), l l 0) 4(r, h(h l T l 9 fm(x))~ 
T(k(c +x1) + il, . . . , k(c +x,) + i,)l- 
analogy to the preceding lemma we can fmd a polynomial I’, 
homogeneous in y, such that q’(x, t;(x), l . l , t;(x)) E (T(xl+ cl, . . . p x, + Cd), 
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and there exist k’, c’ EN such that V’jl.. 9 jm <k’ 
q’(x, k’(c’ + yl) + jl, l l . , k’(c’ + y,) + j& 
is derivable without use of k-inductions. If for an m-tupel jam l . jm, 
q’(x, k’(c’ + yl) + jl, . . . , W + ym) +M I t(x, y) E II? 
then we can again find rl E P and c2 E kI with Q(X, y) E (I& + CZ, . l . , x,, + ~2)). 
Otherwise condition (iii) follows. 
The converse is trivial. 0 
36. Co-. If p(x) #O is provable in & or Z;, then p(x) does not have 
arbitrarily great teal zeros or them are polynomials in P - which are &neat in the 
mseofZ;- vanishing at all integer zeros of p. 
With respect to the independence of diophantine equations, this yields the 
following criterion: If the polynomial f has no zeros in the natural numbers, but 
has arbitrarily great real zeros and if there is no (linear) polynomial iu BP 
vanishing at all integer zeros off, then f = 0 is independent of & (Zz). Now it is 
easy to see that the instances of Fenuat’s inequations (x + 1)” + (y + l)n# 
(z +‘ly with n ~53 are independent of 2;: 
37. Coroiky. The ke4p4&0~ (x+l)“+(y+l)“#(z+l)” for n>O are not 
provable in 2;. 
Roof. (x + 1)” + (y + 1)” - (z + 1)” has arbitrarily great real zeros, e.g. y :=x, 
r:=_@++l)-1, andth ere are no linear polynomials in P which have zeros at 
( X, -l,x)and(-l,y,y)forVx,y~Z. Cl 
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